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Abstract
There is an increasing interest in the Global North among academics and
practitioners for the notion of governance and its implementation in the field of
regional and urban planning. At the same time, urban research in the Global
South have for long explored urban planning processes in context of uncertainty,
low financial means and multiple stakeholders. Especially, there is an important
literature on urban project implementation processes in aid-dependent countries
of the Global South (Pieterse, 2009). How planning processes are shaped by
uncertainty and complexity? This paper starts from the idea that much can be
learned from processes happening in the Global South, following Watson (2009).
It is based on a postdoctoral research project that explores theoretical and
practical contribution of urban research in the Global South to urban planning
theory and practice. It also uses an extensive empirical material about urban
planning processes in aid-dependent countries of the Global S...
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‣ complexity and uncertainty are not exclusive to the North!
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๏ .... nevertheless cities get built and "function"!
‣ What if the informal rules were to represent an alternative form 
of urban planning?
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A Postcolonial Perspective
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(Myers & Murray, 2006; p.6 - and also: Mbembe & Nutall, 2004; Myers, 2011; Pieterse, 2009; 
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‣ What kind of governance?
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Discussion on Limits
๏ Pragmatic forms of planning and governance that prevent 
extreme poverty and exclusion, and buffer precariousness...
๏  ...but that can also serve immoral purposes 
‣ Further research regarding ethics and justice
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Conclusion
๏ (Potential) Contribution of literature on the Global South to 
urban theory and practice
๏ A need of comparative case studies
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Thank you for your attention
Porto-Novo, BENIN © C. Simonneau, 2011
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